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It is shown that suitably regular, finite-energy solutions of the Yang-Mills-Higgs equations are 
nondissipative whenever their initial data are topologically significant. 

It is well known that under certain conditions topolog-
ically stable field configurations can arise as regular 
solutions of the classical field equations that describe 
the locally gauge-invariant interaction of scalar Higgs 
mesons with vector Yang-Mills mesons. 1 The purpose 
of the present paper is to show that under very general 
conditions every suitably regular, finite-energy solu-
tion of the field equations for such a system is non-
dissipative provided that its initial data are topological-
ly significant. This effect, which we have called topo-
logical cohesion, means that topological solitons com-
monly occur in such theories. It also suggests that 
they may exhibit some of the resiliency associated with 
the stricter meaning of the term soliton. 2 

The interaction of the scalar mesons q:,i with the vec-
tor mesons will be assumed to be described by a 
Lagrange density L that is invariant, in the usual Yang-
Mills way, under the local action of a compact Lie 
group G. We shall not need the explicit form of L in 
what follows. It will be sufficient to know that the po-
tential or self-interaction V(q:,) of the Higgs mesons is 
a continuous, nonnegative, G-invariant function of the 
q:,i and that the points dJ on which V(q:,) assumes its 
minimum value, zero, form a smooth compact mani-
fold M. It will also be assumed that the Hamilton den-
sity H derived from L is bounded below by V, as is 
usually the case, and that V(q:,) itself is bounded below 
by some fixed positive number for sufficiently large 
1lq:,11, 

Since the vacuum manifold }\II is smooth, it follows 3 

that there exists a (G-invariant) tubular neighborhood 
N(M) M and a continuous map r from N(M) into M that 
is the identity on 11,1 itself, i. e., for q:, in M, r(</J) = </J. 
Because N(M) is open, its complement is closed; and 
so on it the continuous function V(ep), which avoids zero 
for large II q:,1I, is bounded below by some fixed positive 
number E. Suppose now that <j:Ji(x, t) and (x, t) form a 
solution of the field equations with finite energy E 
= f d"xH(x, t). Then since H> V E on the complement of 
N( NI), the fields q:,/ (x, 1) must for all times t lie inside 
N(M) for all points x that lie outside a region P(t) whose 
volume 11 (P(t)) is never larger than E/E. If the region 
P(t) does not have unbounded horns or whiskers, then it 
can be put inside a sphere of radius R (t) centered about 
the origin. In this paper we use the term suitably reg-
ular to denote a finite- energy solution q:,i (x, t) and 
A t) that is continuous as a function of x and t and for 
which the radius R(t) is bounded on compact time inter-
vals, It is likely4 that reasonable initial data, cpi(X, 0), 

0) and ¢i(X, 0), 0), lead to solutions that are 
suitably regular for positive t, at least for potentials 
V(CP) that are physically admissible. 

If now cpi (x, t) is suitably regular, then the point 
cp(px,t), where x=x/llxll, lies in the neighborhood N(M) 
for all p R(t) and t? 0. The function r(cp(px, t)) is then, 
for such fixed 1 and p, a continuous map from the sphere 
5"-1 into Ai and therefore falls into one of the homotopy 
classes of [5"..1, NI]. The function r(cp (px, t), for fixed t, 
is also a continuous map from Sn- 1 x[R(t), DO) into M. 
Thus it is a homotopy between the maps r(cp(px, t» and 
r(cp (p'x, t» for all pairs p, p' ?oR(t). The homotopy 
class of cp therefore is independent of p. It is also in-
dependent of t, since for fixed p, greater than the upper 
bound of R(t) on the compact interval [O,t], the function 
r(cp(Px,t» is a continuous map from Sn- 1 x[0,tj into M, 
which makes it a homotopy between r(cp(px,O» and 
r(cp(px,t». In this paper a suitably regular, finite-en-
ergy solution is said to possess toPologicall'y signific{lnt 
initial data if this homotopy class [ep 1 is nontrivial. For 
such solutions, the name of the class [cp 1 may be viewed 
as a conserved topological charge. 

Suppose now that q:, (x, t), A" (x, t) is a suitably regular, 
finite-energy solution with topologically significant 
initial data. Then for all I> 0, there is some point 
x(t) for which cp (x(t), t) lies outside the tubular neighbor-
hood N(M) 0 For if at some time I> 0, ep(x(t),tl were in 
NevI) for all x in Rn, then the function r(cp(px,t)) for 
that value of t would be a continuous map from 
sn-1 X [0, DO) into M. It would then be a homotopy between 
r(cp(O, 1) which is in the trivial class and r(cp(p,y, t)) 
which or p? R (0 is in [q:, 1 assumed nontrivial. This con-
tradiction means that for all I;> ° there is some point 
x(t) for which cp(x(t), I) lies outside N(M). But at that 
point x(t) the energy density H(x(t),t» V(q:,(x(t),t))? E 

since V is bounded below by f on the complement of 
N(M). Every suitably regular, finite-energy solution 
with topologically significant initial data is therefore 
nondissipative. 
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